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there are plenty of features in iobit advanced systemcare, as well as a clean and intuitive ui. the
program has built-in support for windows xp, windows vista, windows 7, windows 8, windows 10, mac

os x, and linux. the program can also automatically update when you install a new version of
windows. advanced systemcare also has plenty of features to further speed up and secure your pc,

such as: stop unnecessary startup items to make your pc boot up faster, clean up junk files and
invalid registry entries to bring you a more responsive system, accelerate your network and

browsers in an all-around way to let you surf online freely, keep your installed programs always up-to-
date automatically, and disguise your online identity and activities to create a safer online world for
you. besides, advanced systemcare has plenty of features to further speed up and secure your pc,

such as: stop unnecessary startup items to make your pc boot up faster, clean up junk files and
invalid registry entries to bring you a more responsive system, accelerate your network and

browsers in an all-around way to let you surf online freely, keep your installed programs always up-to-
date automatically, and disguise your online identity and activities to create a safer online world for
you. furthermore, the new version advanced systemcare improves almost all modules. the improved

performance monitor presents you with more accurate data about pcs ram/cpu/disk usage,
cpu/gpu/mainboard temperature, and fan speed in real time, and lets you quickly end the processes

with high ram/cpu/disk usage to further speed up your pc. the upgraded protect tab protects you
against more viruses, spyware, phishing scams, cryptocurrency mining attacks, suspicious emails,
and other online risks; alerts you about homepage & search engine modifications; blocks annoying

ads and unauthorized accesses to your sensitive data; stops digital fingerprints being stolen. and the
significantly enhanced software updater helps you update more programs to their latest versions at

the earliest time.
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some of advanced systemcare's features are not quite ready for primetime, despite being labeled
"final." scan scheduler is a fantastic idea, but its utility is limited to a single process. the registry

cleaner is a great find, but it is not as thorough as hijackthis or adwcleaner. overall, though,
advanced systemcare does a fine job with the high-end cleaning you can do with it. its list of features

lacks some modern tools, but it does bring back the basics. it isn't as useful as hijackthis, but it is
better than speedfan. patched: intel's speedstep technology has been drastically improved in recent

years. advanced systemcare makes use of this new-found power to significantly speed up the
windows 8.1 setup process. this should provide a welcome boost to pc users transitioning from

windows 7. advanced systemcare has a built-in disk cleanup tool for cleaning your unneeded files.
many users have reported problems with a built-in scanning tool, where it would fail to clean up all

the files from overzealous cleaners. the disk cleanup tool was recently revamped, and is an absolute
must if you're having problems with the scanning tool. performance boosts: admittedly, not

everyone uses a gaming pc. even if you don't game, cleaning out your pc's trash can easily bring
your pc back to life. by picking up what you missed, your system will perform faster and more
smoothly. and what's a computer if not a means of storing data? while some may consider a
computer to be a computer with a monitor, a keyboard, and a mouse, it's also a repository of
precious photos, music, and documents that can be lost in a scenario like a hard drive crash.
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